
CASE STUDY

Search Berg employed a range of SEO solutions 
to help PM Movers stand out. The client now 
ranks on the first page Google’s SERPs for 11 

industry-relevant keywords!
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Introducing 
PM Movers

Identifying A Few 
Key Challenges

PM Movers is a professional, Dubai-based moving company with a vast network of 
movers across the globe. They specialize in offering premier relocation services to their 
clients, including packing, moving, and international shipping from UAE to almost 70 
countries in the world. 
 
They pride themselves on helping clients streamline their moving process. With their 
professional, dedicated, and well-trained packers, PM Movers provides premium relo-
cation services by ensuring the safe delivery of all packages and items.

Some of their services include:

Local Moving

International Moving

Shipping Service

Storage Service

Running a business successfully in today’s competitive environment is no walk in the 
park. When the demand for their services began to fluctuate, PM Movers grew 
uncertain about its future. Even though they had experienced movers spread across 
the globe, PM Movers struggled to become a leading competitor. 

After years of sticking to traditional marketing methods, they finally decided to 
adjust their market strategy to keep up with current times.

PM Movers wanted their website to draw in the target audience, increase their 
market share, and generate revenue. To improve their online visibility and take 
their local business to greater heights, PM Movers got in touch with Search Berg.
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Outlining The 
GamePlan
PM Movers had to cultivate a stellar online presence that would sing praises of their 
quality services, experience, and industry expertise to put themselves on the map.

They needed a combination of result-oriented SEO practices. Content marketing 
and link building services would help PM Movers improve leads, generate more 
conversions, and ultimately improve sales and revenue! 

SEO Strategies

Higher Rankings

Higher Rankings

+

Leads

=

=

Content Marketing

+

ConversionsLeads

=

Social Media 
Marketing 
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Charting Out The Road
To Online Success With
Search Berg

Let’s Talk Results!

We began by conducting market research in Dubai to understand the target audience 
and local competitors’ digital marketing strategy. Our SEO specialists wanted to drive 
real results that would ultimately increase PM Movers’ market share and leads.
To accomplish this, our custom SEO strategy included:

        Optimizing the website with industry-specific keywords 
        Create compelling content to address the target audience's queries and present  
        PM Movers’ services as the solution
        Utilizing various social media platforms to drive in traffic from a broader target      
        audience. 

Did we accomplish everything we set out to do for PM Movers? For sure! 

The combination of our SEO and link building strategies generated promising results 
immediately! 

Our monthly reports showed that PM Movers ranked as number one on Google’s 
rankings for 5 industry-relevant keywords! Additionally, more than 6 keywords 
occupied the first few ranks on Google’s first page!  

Suffice to say, our conversion-boosting strategies had propelled PM Movers to the top 
of search engine results!
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Where Do The 
Keywords Rank Now?

Keyword Rankings As 
Seen On Google’s SERPs  

From having no online presence to taking such a tremendous leap on Google’s SERPs 
was an incredible achievement! 

The table shows some of these keywords, their ranking before PM Movers came to us, 
and their ranking after Search Berg stepped in to help.

Here’s a quick peek at how the high ranking keywords appear on Google’s 
search results…

S. No. Keywords Before
SEO

After
SEO

1

2

3

4

5

Local Movers Umm Al Sheif

Local Moving Umm Suqeim 1 

Movers In Al Manara

Movers Spring Meadows

Storage Service In Arabian Ranches

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

1

1

1

1

Table 1: Keywords and rankings for PM Movers 
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Diverting More Organic
Traffic With Quality
Back Links!

A Spike In Mobile Traffic
To The Website

Our conversion-boosting efforts and on-page SEO services yielded significant for PM 
Movers. They witnessed that the organic visits to the websites had improved 
substantially.
In less than six months, PM Movers received:

       497 visits through organic search,
       22 visits through referral source,
       And 7 visits through social media platforms.

A creative social media marketing campaign is the backbone of any effective SEO 
strategy, and Search Berg understands that better than anyone.

We leveraged hashtags and cultivated a reliable online presence for PM Movers to 
catch smartphone users' attention. The result?—256 visitors were diverted to the 
website in just a few weeks!

Figure 1: Website traffic  for PM Movers 

Figure 2: Mobile traffic to the PM Movers’ website 
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Creating A Content
Marketing Strategy 
For The Win!
Our content marketing strategy functions as an essential facet of our overall SEO 

campaign. 

We created compelling blogs and attention-grabbing infographics that did wonders for 

the organic traffic being diverted to the PM Movers’ website!
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Here’s Some Our 
Published Work!
For a closer look at our methods, check out some of our published content for 
PM Movers:

Detailed, engaging, and keyword-rich blogs!

BLOGS
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http://www.pmmoversonline.com/2020/04/02/effective-ways-to-use-cardboard-boxes-for-packing/
http://www.pmmoversonline.com/2020/02/18/3-benefits-of-renting-a-storage-unit-for-your-business/
http://www.pmmoversonline.com/2020/02/19/4-international-moving-tips-and-tricks/
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Interesting and educational blogs!

ARTICLES
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https://pmmoversonlineblogs.tumblr.com/post/190907324646/packing-and-moving-hiring-professionals-vs-doing
https://pmmoversonlineblogs.tumblr.com/post/614270047334039552/preparing-for-a-big-move-according-to-dubais
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Hire Search Berg To
Bolster Your Online
Presence!
Our partnership with PM Movers established them as a dominant competitor in the 
industry, especially in their local area, Dubai. With new users being directed to the 
website through organic search traffic every day, PM Movers’ business has never 
been better!

Search Berg provides effective SEO solutions to businesses spread across all 
industries. We guarantee results by improving your overall online marketing 
strategy. 

Ready to get started? Give our SEO specialists a call!
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tel:855-444-4777
https://www.searchberg.com/

